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SOUTHERN SNOW® MACHINE

1. Safety motor cover prevents wet hands from
touching the electric motor and operator’s hair
from blowing between the motor and belt guard
Motor cover is removable for easy motor access.
2. Front mounted heavy duty, double throw,
industrial motor switch is conveniently located and
provides years of trouble free service.
3. Three-quarter (3/4) horsepower, 110-volt electric
motor provides needed power under adverse
conditions. The single phase,1725 r.p.m., 60 hertz
motor draws 10.6 full load amps.
4. Space saver legs allow the machine to set closer
to the rear of the drip pan.
5. Snow spout is tapered for quicker release of
shaved ice build-ups.
6. Blade wheel (Impeller) has one piece molded
construction for superior strength and fewer areas
for shaved-ice to collect.
7. Stainless steel construction and aluminum
castings are used for trouble free durability.
8. Snow control lever pushes block ice horizontally
and controls the speed at which the fluffy snow is
produced.
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Ice slides on molded rails inside the sanitary ice
chamber to prevent side to side movement of
the ice while making shaved ice.
Ice clamp-down device prevents vertical
movement of the ice while shaving snow.
Tri blade cutter head shaves firmly held block
ice into fluffy snow.
Stainless steel blades are even-tempered so
that the blades are just as tough after each
sharpening.
Fluffy snow is guided directly into the cup
through the stainless-steel spout on a per order
basis. No storage of snow is necessary.
The plastic drip pan measures 33-1/2"x24"x4".
These dimensions include a 3/4" lip that
extends over all sides. The drain hole is
centered inside 7" away from the outside lip of
two sides.
The machine weighs 110 pounds. Shipping
weight is 140 pounds.
The machine conforms to NSF STANDARD 8
and UL-763.
The machine has a Limited Lifetime Warranty
with 6 years on the standard 110-volt motor to
the original retail purchaser.

SOUTHERN SNOW® FLAVOR CONCENTRATES
QUALITY
Southern Snow flavors can make the difference between capturing a new
market or sharing an old one. Our flavors incorporate a variety of complex
ingredients into harmoniously blended extra strength flavors that taste real.
Southern Snow flavors are found in specialty syrups, coffee houses, daiquiri
shops and all types of shaved ice operations worldwide. Four ounces will flavor
and color one gallon of simple syrup.

WORLDS LARGEST VARIETY
Southern Snow produces the largest number of flavors known to the shaved
ice industry. This variety did not appear overnight. Our research started with
Albert S. Clement in 1929. Only a few flavors are added to the flavor line each
year after extensive testing and sampling.

COLORS
After the flavor is developed a color is formulated. Southern Snow incorporates
the widest range of shades and colors for shaved ice products. Cotton Candy
is available in pink or turquoise rather than another red or blue flavor.
Our current Flavor

List has the complete list of Southern Snow flavors available.

FRUIT ACID is used to increase the tartness of the fruit
flavored snow ball syrups. A little fruit acid goes a long
way. Fruit acid is added in increments of one-half to one
ounce per gallon of snow ball syrup. Too much fruit acid
can rob a syrup of its flavor. Southern Snow flavor
concentrates contain the required amount of fruit acid
and additional fruit acid is not required.

BENZOATE SODA (A PRESERVATIVE) will extend the
shelf life of snow ball syrup by retarding the growth of
bacteria and mold. Mix well one ounce (1 oz.) of
benzoate soda to each gallon of simple syrup before the
flavor concentrate is added. The benzoate soda requires
contact with the citric acid contained in the flavor
concentrate to preserve the syrup. Tart flavors such as
strawberry and lime are preserved best.

PRESERVATIVE contains potassium sorbate as well as benzoate soda. The potassium
sorbate will retard mold growth in a broader range of flavors including less tart flavors such
as banana, spearmint and bubble gum. However, the potassium sorbate does not preserve
the less tart flavors as well as the benzoate soda preserves the tart flavors. The directions
for use is the same as those for benzoate soda - one ounce per gallon of simple syrup.
Another method of extending the life of syrups is by shaking the syrup dispensers daily.
Whether the syrup has preservatives or not, this method will disrupt bacteria and mold
growth.

A. BOTTLE RACK holds 12 syrup bottles at four heights. Dimensions
are 14 ½”' x 10 ½" x 16". The height with syrup bottles is 25".
B. LARGE RECTANGLE ICE MOLD for making ice to use in the
Southern Snow® Machine. The approximate inside mold
dimensions are 14 ½" x 5 ½" x 6 ½". There is a ¾" lip around the top
of the mold. Pour 1 ½ gallons of water into the mold or water to the
height of 4 ½". This will produce a 12 ½ pound block. Ice will have
less cracks or splitting if the freezer is set at plus 5 degrees rather
than minus 5 degrees or below. These ice molds can supplement
your ice needs. Approximately 18 twelve-ounce snowballs are made
from one block. These blocks may take several days to freeze in a
normal freezer.
C. SMALL RECTANGLE MOLD for making ice to use in the Southern Snow® Machine. The
approximate inside mold dimensions are 11 ½" x 5 ½" x 5 ½". There is a ¾" lip around the top of
the mold. This will produce a 9-pound block. This mold will produce approximately 13 twelveounce snowballs.
D. ROUND ICE MOLD for making ice to use in the Hatsuyuki HF500E, Swan SI-100E and
Fujimarca MC-709SE. The mold dimensions are 8" dia. x 8 ¼" height. Pour one gallon of water
into the mold or water to the height of 5 ¾". This will produce an 8 1 /3-pound block. Ice will
have less cracks or splitting if the freezer is set at plus 5 degrees rather than minus 5 degrees or
below. These ice molds can supplement your ice needs. Approximately 8 twelve ounce snowballs are made from one
block. These blocks may take several days to freeze in a normal freezer.
E. PLASTIC QUART SQUEEZE BOTTLE is a plastic bottle with built in measuring reservoir used to measure one ounce of
flavor concentrate for a quart serving bottle of syrup. Each bottle includes a quart cap and open and close polytop.

